Preface
This inspiration brochure is published
by Cube Design A/S as an inspiration
to the contract market.
The brochure is designed to show
different opportunities within office
arrangements. It will show you what
the right arrangement can do for your
office environment - it will give you
both a functional and personal office
environment that everyone can feel
comfortable in.
Subject to color changes in relation
to the finished product.
Please contact Cube Design for color
samples.
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We care about our furniture and this is why it is
made to last for at least a decade. We know it
will last, so of course we always grant a 10 years
warranty on all storage items like cabinets,
bookcases, pull-out cabinets and sliding door
cabinets.
The environment is important to us. This is why
we are ISO 14001:2015 certified. Most of the
light in our production is LED, we sort our wast,
we reuse cardboard when possible and we only
print out what is absolutely necessary.
We are a furniture brand that has excisted since
1981 and since the beginning it has been our
mission to focus on delivering only high quality
products. And this is still one of the key elements
in our brands DNA - a DNA we are proud of! This
is why Cube Design is the good chose.
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A canteen table is often used by
many different people - some more
careful than others. This is why the
durability of the table should be
your number one priority. Like all
of our other products, we test the
durability before we launch a new
product. And this canteen table is
both durable and extremely stable.
It is available in two sizes; four
or six chairs in total. To make the
edges strong, we make them with
impact-resistant ABS. The same
material as used for LEGO blocks.
The edge is available in more than
30 colors.
The frame is black powder coated
steel, but we can make it in alu or
white too (surcharge). There are
adjustable shoes in all four legs,
which ensures that the canteen
table will stand firmly even though
the floor is uneven. If you want to
make it easy to clean the floor under the table, we recommend that
you choose our Vesper 1 chair as
we have chair suspensions for this
model.

A JOURNAL SHELF
Use a journal shelf to display brochures, magazines or images.
At Cube Design we use them to
display all the different brochures
we have. But we do not like when
there are too many brochures in a
pile. This is why we have made it
easy to acces the room under the
journal shelf. You just have to pull
up the shelf to acces the hidden
room.
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FREE STANDING SCREEN

Black
Shell

The free standing screen is easy to move
around - especially if you choose to have
the edition with castors. When choosing the
edition with castors all of them are lockable.
It is upholstered with Hush from Gabriel - a
fabric that is environmental friendly and OekoTex certified. You can choose between grey
(60158) or black (60900) as a standard.

Polished chrome
Steel

The free standing screen should fit the colors
of your office. This is why we offer the feet
- which are made in plywood - in more than
30 different colors. You just have to decide
whether you want a clear lacquer or one of the
Cube Color colors.
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A SIT-STAND DESK
Get up and live longer. If you have
a sit-stand desk, then use it preferably once an hour.

Sol 3209
Laminate

However, once you get up, it’s
important that you stand in the right
way so you do not risk overloading
your neck, back, shoulders, knees
and hips.
Stand with a straight back and
with equilibrium on both legs.
Your forearms must rest on the
table top with the upper arms
hanging down along the body and
relaxed shoulders.
Work with your mouse and
keyboard close to the body,
reducing the strain on your neck,
shoulders and arms.
Make sure you do not overstrech
your knees.
Pay special attention to the fact
that you do not stand and rest
/ hang on one leg. Firstly, you
overload one leg and the muscles
of the hip unilaterally, but it also
affects the joints from the ankle
and all the way up to the top of
your head.
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smile

TIP:
Raise your sit-stand desk before
leaving your seat for lunch and
then stand up as long as you
like after lunch. Raise your table
before going home, then you can
start standing the next day.
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ISO 14001 CERTIFIED
Cube Design made a decision many
years ago. A decision about caring.
We care about you, we care about our
furniture and we care about the future.
This is why we are ISO 14001:2015
certified - in other words; we are an
environmentally aware organisation that
fulfills its corporate social responsibility.

CABLE GROMMET WITH BRUSHES
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ISO 14001 - definition
ISO 14001 is an internationally agreed
standard that sets out the requirements
for an environmental management
system. It helps organizations like Cube Design - improve their
environmental performance through
more efficient use of resources and
reduction of waste, gaining a competitive
advantage and the trust of stakeholders.

This is our popular cable grommet with brushes. The cable
grommet is flush with the table top. The brushes allows you to
keep the cable grommet closed even though wires go through
it. Place a powerstrip right under the cable grommet and you
will have power for meetings and courses.
The cable grommet is available with high pressure laminate,
veneer, nano laminate or linoleum. Choose any surface you
like from our assortment - it does not have to be the same as
the table top.
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Environmental management is a part of
our strategy and our entire organisation
is involved. We sort our waste by using
a recycling station like the one on the
opposite site - just to mention one of our
actions.
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A PULL-OUT CABINET
Charcoal grey
Steel

Tired of clearing up your desk every
afternoon? This is why we recommend
that you get a pull-out cabinet. A pullout cabinet is placed next to your desk,
when you pull out the cabinet you have
full access to the entire bookcase, it is
easy to overlook every thing in it and
you can store your pile of loose paper
leaves in one of the rooms. When you
are done working, you simply close
the cabinet. Everything looks neat and
clean.
Cube Design’s pull-out cabinets are
available with three, four, five or six
rooms in total. The pull-out cabinets
are fully extendable* and you can
choose to add drawers, trays or shelves
depending on what you need.
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* Only applies to cabinets in deepth 900 mm.
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THE RAW BENCH
What is a bench desk? A bench
desk is a double sit-stand desk.
The two desks share the frame,
but everything else is like having
your own desk. Each table top
has its own Linak actuators,
controlbox and intuitive control
panel. When you line up desks
side by side, you want them
to stay in line. This is why you
would love our RAW bench.
The bench desks stay in line
because of the shared frame.

THE COMBINATION LOCKS

You deside whether the surface
of the table top should be high
pressure laminate, veneer, nano
laminate or linoleum. We have
more than 50 different colors to
choose from, but if you want a
specific color we can make that
too (surcharge). The frame is
available in white, alu or black
powder coated steel.

Combination locks with a four digit code - a
code that easily can be changed by the user.
This is why these locks are perfect for lockers.
In a locking room every employee can have their
own locker with a combination lock for personal
items. Would you rather like a lock with a key?
No problem, we have a standard locking system
with almost 3000 different locks.
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The GDPR (the General Data Protection
Regulation) states that all documents
containing personal data should be locked
up. Unlock the front and roll it up to get full
access to every room in the cabinet. This is
why our customers like the roll front cabinets.
The front is either made with one of our six
veneer or lacquered in a Cube Color color.
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ADD IT TO YOUR DESK
A black metal pen tray with a movable
plastic tray inside. The metal pen tray
has a lock as standard, and you can keep
things like a tablet, businesscards, post-it
notes and pencils in the tray. The metal
pen tray can be retrofitted.
A wireless charger with QI technology is
an important part of a modern workplace.
When the phone is a huge part of your
business, you want it to be fully charged
at all times - with the wireless charger it
will.
Would you like to keep your desk neat
and tidy? An easy way to do so, is by
having two cable grommets in the table
top. Then you can hide the wires from the
computer, lamp and the phone.
A modesty screen on your desk gives
you a little more privacy under the table
top. With a modesty screen on the desk,
women can wear a dress to work.
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A JOURNAL SHELF
Use a journal shelf to display brochures, magazines or images.
At Cube Design we use them to
display all the different brochures
we have. But we do not like when
there are too many brochures in a
pile. This is why we have made it
easy to acces the room under the
journal shelf. You just have to pull
up the shelf to acces the hidden
room.
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A CANTEEN TABLE
A canteen table is often used by
many different people - some more
careful than others. This is why the
durability of the table should be
your number one priority. Like all
of our other products, we test the
durability before we launch a new
product. And this canteen table is
both durable and extremely stable.
It is available in two sizes; four
or six chairs in total. To make the
edges strong, we make them with
impact-resistant ABS. The same
material as used for LEGO blocks.
The edge is available in more than
30 colors.
The frame is black powder coated
steel, but we can make it in alu or
white too (surcharge). There are
adjustable shoes in all four legs,
which ensures that the canteen
table will stand firmly even though
the floor is uneven. If you want to
make it easy to clean the floor under the table, we recommend that
you choose our Vesper 1 chair as
we have chair suspensions for this
model.
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FREE STANDING SCREEN
The free standing screen is easy to move
around - especially if you choose to have
the edition with castors. When choosing the
edition with castors all of them are lockable.
It is upholstered with Hush from Gabriel - a
fabric that is environmental friendly and OekoTex certified. You can choose between grey
(60158) or black (60900) as a standard.
The free standing screen should fit the colors
of your office. This is why we offer the feet
- which are made in plywood - in more than
30 different colors. You just have to decide
whether you want a clear lacquer or one of the
Cube Color colors.
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A SIT-STAND DESK
Get up and live longer. If you have
a sit-stand desk, then use it preferably once an hour.
However, once you get up, it’s
important that you stand in the right
way so you do not risk overloading
your neck, back, shoulders, knees
and hips.
Stand with a straight back and
with equilibrium on both legs.
Your forearms must rest on the
table top with the upper arms
hanging down along the body and
relaxed shoulders.
Work with your mouse and
keyboard close to the body,
reducing the strain on your neck,
shoulders and arms.
Make sure you do not overstrech
your knees.
Pay special attention to the fact
that you do not stand and rest
/ hang on one leg. Firstly, you
overload one leg and the muscles
of the hip unilaterally, but it also
affects the joints from the ankle
and all the way up to the top of
your head.
TIP:
Raise your sit-stand desk before
leaving your seat for lunch and
then stand up as long as you
like after lunch. Raise your table
before going home, then you can
start standing the next day.
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CABLE GROMMET WITH BRUSHES
This is our popular cable grommet with brushes. The cable
grommet is flush with the table top. The brushes allows you to
keep the cable grommet closed even though wires go through
it. Place a powerstrip right under the cable grommet and you
will have power for meetings and courses.
The cable grommet is available with high pressure laminate,
veneer, nano laminate or linoleum. Choose any surface you
like from our assortment - it does not have to be the same as
the table top.
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ISO 14001 CERTIFIED
Cube Design made a decision many
years ago. A decision about caring.
We care about you, we care about our
furniture and we care about the future.
This is why we are ISO 14001:2015
certified - in other words; we are an
environmentally aware organisation that
fulfills its corporate social responsibility.
Environmental management is a part of
our strategy and our entire organisation
is involved. We sort our waste by using
a recycling station like the one on the
opposite site - just to mention one of our
actions.

ISO 14001 - definition
ISO 14001 is an internationally agreed
standard that sets out the requirements
for an environmental management
system. It helps organizations like Cube Design - improve their
environmental performance through
more efficient use of resources and
reduction of waste, gaining a competitive
advantage and the trust of stakeholders.
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A PULL-OUT CABINET
Tired of clearing up your desk every
afternoon? This is why we recommend
that you get a pull-out cabinet. A pullout cabinet is placed next to your desk,
when you pull out the cabinet you have
full access to the entire bookcase, it is
easy to overlook every thing in it and
you can store your pile of loose paper
leaves in one of the rooms. When you
are done working, you simply close
the cabinet. Everything looks neat and
clean.
Cube Design’s pull-out cabinets are
available with three, four, five or six
rooms in total. The pull-out cabinets
are fully extendable* and you can
choose to add drawers, trays or shelves
depending on what you need.
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* Only applies to cabinets in deepth 900 mm.
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THE COMBINATION LOCKS
Combination locks with a four digit code - a
code that easily can be changed by the user.
This is why these locks are perfect for lockers.
In a locking room every employee can have their
own locker with a combination lock for personal
items. Would you rather like a lock with a key?
No problem, we have a standard locking system
with almost 3000 different locks.
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THE RAW BENCH
What is a bench desk? A bench
desk is a double sit-stand desk.
The two desks share the frame,
but everything else is like having
your own desk. Each table top
has its own Linak actuators,
controlbox and intuitive control
panel. When you line up desks
side by side, you want them
to stay in line. This is why you
would love our RAW bench.
The bench desks stay in line
because of the shared frame.
You deside whether the surface
of the table top should be high
pressure laminate, veneer, nano
laminate or linoleum. We have
more than 50 different colors to
choose from, but if you want a
specific color we can make that
too (surcharge). The frame is
available in white, alu or black
powder coated steel.
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A ROLL FRONT CABINET
The GDPR (the General Data Protection
Regulation) states that all documents
containing personal data should be locked
up. Unlock the front and roll it up to get full
access to every room in the cabinet. This is
why our customers like the roll front cabinets.
The front is either made with one of our six
veneer or lacquered in a Cube Color color.
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ADD IT TO YOUR DESK
A black metal pen tray with a movable
plastic tray inside. The metal pen tray
has a lock as standard, and you can keep
things like a tablet, businesscards, post-it
notes and pencils in the tray. The metal
pen tray can be retrofitted.
A wireless charger with QI technology is
an important part of a modern workplace.
When the phone is a huge part of your
business, you want it to be fully charged
at all times - with the wireless charger it
will.
Would you like to keep your desk neat
and tidy? An easy way to do so, is by
having two cable grommets in the table
top. Then you can hide the wires from the
computer, lamp and the phone.
A modesty screen on your desk gives
you a little more privacy under the table
top. With a modesty screen on the desk,
women can wear a dress to work.
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